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1. Introduction: The phonological variation contrasting nouns and verbs to be discussed in 
this talk relates to a more general and well-studied phenomenon of “category specific phonology” 
(Kiparsky 1982; Anttilla 2002; Bat-El 2008). This notion refers to cases where within one 
language, different lexical categories vary in terms of their phonological behavior. 
In this talk we will provide evidence that the mechanism that allows speakers to distinguish 
between nouns and verbs is active at an early stage of language acquisition, before morphological 
structure overtly appears in the children’s productions. The evidence come from variation in the 
pace of prosodic development between nouns and verbs.  
Our data are drawn from the early natural productions (up to 2 years old) of two Hebrew-acquiring 
twin boys (IM and SM), where the phonological variation between nouns and verbs is evident in 
two aspects: (i) the development of the prosodic word, with respect to the number of syllables; and 
(ii) the prosodic faithfulness of word final codas. We will show that the prosodic development of 
nouns and verbs is not synchronized, as there are periods where one category lags behind the other. 
Crucially, verb and noun stems in Hebrew are prosodically identical as they are mostly disyllabic 
with final codas, with no overt phonological contrast; e.g. gamal is both a verb (‘to reward’) and a 
noun (‘a camel’). 
2. Prosodic Word: We attend to two stages within the acquisition of the phonological word: 
the sub-Minimal-Word stage and the Minimal-Word stage (Demuth & Fee 1995; Adam 2002). 
The sub-MW stage is characterized by mostly monosyllabic productions, regardless of the number 
of syllables in the target word. This stage precedes the MW stage, in which productions are 
maximally disyllabic. In our data, the transition from the sub-MW stage to the MW stage varies 
between nouns and verbs.  
Both IM and SM reached the MW stage in nouns, yet they remained in the sub-MW stage in verbs 
for two more periods of development (where periods are based on lexical development). That is, 
there were two periods in the development of the children where polysyllabic nouns were already 
in the MW stage (i.e. with little truncation to monosyllables), while verbs were still in the sub-
MW stage (i.e. with mostly monosyllabic productions).  
These findings are consistent with the claims that children acquire and produce verbs after nouns 
(Berman 1999; Gentner 2006; Imai et al. 2008), but this alone does not explain why the prosodic 
development of the verbs lags behind that of the nouns. Here we argue that the children strive to 
mark the categorical distinction, and since they have not yet acquired the morphological tools that 
enhances the contrast (e.g. affixation, morpho-phonological alternation), they use prosodic 
variation between the categories. 
3. Final codas: Both IM and SM acquired final codas around the same period of acquisition, 
by a criteria of 90% faithful productions (Bed-David 2001). Here again, the children distinguished 
between verbs and nouns by not reaching faithfulness during the same period. However, in contrast 
to the development of the prosodic word, final coda faithfulness was achieved earlier for verbs 
rather than nouns. These findings can be explained by the final codas being more frequent in 
Hebrew verbs (76.5%) than in nouns (68.7%). Nevertheless, we claim that this variation in nouns 
and verbs demonstrates the ability to separate lexical items by category.    
4. Conclusion: Our study suggests that the contrast between nouns and verbs is available to 
the children during very early stages of acquisition, much before they acquire the morphology that 
allows them to express this contrast overtly. To compensate this deficit, they use prosodic variation 
– verbs and nouns are not at the same stage of prosodic development and thus do not comply with 
the same phonological grammar.       
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(1) Truncated nouns and verbs for IM & SM 

 
 

(2) Final Coda faithful productions for nouns and verbs for IM & SM 
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